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ABSTRACT: The similarities and differences between the behavior of carbon-bound and terminal metal-bound
halogens and halide ions as potential hydrogen bond acceptors has been extensively investigated through examination
of many thousands of interactions present in crystal structures. Halogens in each of these environments are found
to engage in hydrogen bonding, and geometric preferences for these interactions have been established. Notably,
typical H‚‚‚X-M angles are markedly different for X ) F than for X ) Cl, Br, I. Furthermore, there are significant
parallels between the behavior of moderately strong hydrogen bond acceptors X-M and the much weaker acceptors
X-C. The underlying reasons for the observed geometric preferences have been established by ab initio molecular
orbital calculations using suitable model systems. The results are presented within the context of their potential
applications in crystal engineering and supramolecular chemistry, including relevance to nucleation in halogenated
solvents. The broader implications of the results in areas such as halocarbon coordination chemistry, binary metal
halide solid-state chemistry, and the study of weakly coordinating anions are also discussed.

Introduction

The hydrogen bond acceptor capability of halogens
has attracted attention on a number of fronts. Halide
ligands (M-X) have been shown to be very good
hydrogen bond acceptors,1 as is the case for halide ions
(X-), while studies of organic halides (principally C-F
and C-Cl groups) have suggested that these are at best
very weak hydrogen bond acceptors.1a,3

Hydrogen bonding involving halide ions is, of course,
of interest in the context of metabolically important ion
channels4 and waste remediation involving halide salts.
Thus, halide ions have been the target guests in the
design of various hydrogen bonding based receptors5,6

as well as serving as templates for supramolecular
assembly.7 Interest in hydrogen bonds involving metal
halides (M-X) lies in materials chemistry,8 with sug-
gested applications including magnetic9 and thermo-
chromic materials.10 In organometallic chemistry,11-13

interest has centered upon the protonation and proto-
nolysis of metal halides,11a including recent studies in

which bifluoride (HF2
-)12 and even HF13 have been

observed as ligands. The potential for metal halides,
particularly fluorides, to serve as receptors for proton
donors has also been noted.14 In the field of crystal
engineering, our group and that of Orpen have inde-
pendently identified so-called supramolecular syn-
thons15 that utilize the directional properties of metal
halides in their formation of hydrogen bonds and can
be used to link molecular building blocks. These syn-
thons (116,17 and 216) have been applied to the design of

hydrogen-bonded assemblies based upon ammonium
and pyridinium salts of perhalometalates. Interest in
halocarbons as hydrogen bond acceptors stems in part
from the realization that weak hydrogen bonds18 (and
other weak interactions), while not typically dominating
the molecular recognition process, nevertheless have an
important role to play in influencing, moderating, or
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complementing stronger forces. The wide use of halo-
carbon solvents in organic and organometallic synthesis
and for crystallization purposes makes an understand-
ing of the interactions of halocarbons of broad impor-
tance. There has also been specific interest in the
hydrogen bond acceptor capability of C-F groups due
to the widely used approach of replacing a hydroxy
group by fluorine in enzyme substrate analogues.3a-e,19

When considering the use of hydrogen bonds in
molecular recognition, either for designing (chemical)
receptors or for constructing supramolecular assemblies,
it is necessary to have a good understanding of preferred
geometries and energetics in order to facilitate an
effective design process. In previous communications,
we have reported that metal-bound chlorides (M-Cl)
are excellent hydrogen bond acceptors, only slightly
weaker than chloride ions, while, in contrast, carbon-
bound chlorine (C-Cl) is a very poor acceptor.1a We have
further identified marked differences in the strength
and directionality of metal fluorides as hydrogen bond
acceptors relative to their heavier halogen congeners.1b

Here we present a comprehensive study of the geom-
etry of D-H‚‚‚X-M, D-H‚‚‚X-C, and D-H‚‚‚X- hy-
drogen bonds (D ) C, N, O; X ) F, Cl, Br, I; M )
transition metal) based upon a detailed survey of
crystallographic data.20 The observed geometries are
interpreted with the aid of ab initio electronic structure
calculations on suitable model compounds. The chemical
implications of the findings are discussed in terms of
currently accepted ideas on hydrogen bonding and in
terms of the relevance to and potential applications in
many areas of chemistry.

Experimental Section

CSD Searches, Geometrical Analyses, and Graphical
Representation of Data. Geometric data were obtained for
D-H‚‚‚X-M, D-H‚‚‚X-C, and D-H‚‚‚X- contacts using
searches of the Cambridge Structural Database (CSD)21,22

(April 1998 release, version 5.16, for X ) Cl; April 1999 release,
version 5.18, for X ) F, Br, I). Only structures that were
considered by the CSD to be error-free and not disordered were
included. Duplicate structure determinations were inspected
individually, and only the most reliable structure was retained.
In some cases involving C-H donor groups, further restrictions
on structure quality22a were made to ensure that the total
number of data (<10 000) could be handled by the CSD data
analysis software (VISTA). In all searches, C-H, N-H, and
O-H distances were normalized to standard neutron bond
lengths, and only those structures containing intermolecular
contacts with D-H‚‚‚X angles of 110° and normalized distance
parameter RHX

3 ) 1.15 were included in subsequent analyses.22b

Normalized distances, RHX ) d(H‚‚‚X)/(rH + rX), were calculated
on the basis of van der Waals radii: rH ) 1.20, rF ) 1.47, rCl

) 1.75, rBr ) 1.85, and rI ) 1.96.23 Only terminally bound
halogens were considered. Separate searches were conducted
first for all hydrogen bonds involving a given donor and
acceptor group, and then subsequent searches were used to
identify bifurcated (3) and trifurcated (4) hydrogen bonds for

all donor-acceptor combinations, where A, A′ ) N, P, As, O,
S, Se, F, Cl, Br, I. Cases in which A and/or A′ are bonded to

M, as well as those in which they are not, were permitted. On
the basis of a comparison of the resultant data files, locally
written programs were used to segregate data for simple
hydrogen bonds (D-H‚‚‚X), for bifurcated hydrogen bonds (D-
H‚‚‚X(A)), and for hydrogen bonds that were trifurcated (D-
H‚‚‚X(A)(A′)) or exhibited higher order multifurcation. Ex-
amples of typical searches are provided in the Supporting
Information. The present paper focuses only on data for simple
hydrogen bonds, D-H‚‚‚X, in which each hydrogen atom
interacts with a single halogen acceptor and with no other
acceptors. Bifurcated and trifurcated hydrogen bonds will be
discussed in a subsequent paper. It should be noted that the
number of hydrogen atoms interacting with each halogen
acceptor group (i.e., bifurcation at the acceptor) has not been
examined in the present study.

Three geometric parameters have been used in the analysis
of the hydrogen bonds, namely the H‚‚‚X distance, the D-H‚
‚‚X angle, and the H‚‚‚X-M or H‚‚‚X-C angle. To compare
the relative hydrogen bond acceptor capabilities of the halo-
gens, the hydrogen bond distances for all donor-acceptor pairs
have been put on a common scale by use of the normalized
distance function RHX ) d(H‚‚‚X)/(rH + rX), suggested by
Lommerse et al.24 This allows a qualitative assessment of the
relative strengths of the different hydrogen bond types that
are discussed. To investigate geometrical preferences, we have
also adopted the approach of analyzing spatially normalized
distance vs angle plots using the transformed coordinate
system RHX

3 vs 1 - cos T (T ) 180 - (D-H‚‚‚X)), as described
by Lommerse et al.,24 since this removes the inherent statisti-
cal biases of conventional distance vs angle plots by ensuring
that equal volumes of space are mapped onto equal areas of
the two-dimensional plot. Some useful points of reference on
these plots are as follows: RHX

3 ) 1.0 (RHX ) 1.0) corresponds
to d(H‚‚‚X) ) ∑(rH + rX); 1 - cos T ) 0.0 corresponds to D-H‚
‚‚X ) 180°, 1 - cos T ) 0.5 corresponds to D-H‚‚‚X ) 120°, 1
- cos T ) 0.75 corresponds to D-H‚‚‚X ) 104.5°, and 1 - cos
T ) 1.0 corresponds to D-H‚‚‚X ) 90° (Figures 1-3). The same
correspondences arise between the angles H‚‚‚X-M and H‚‚‚
X-C and the functions 1 - cos A (A ) 180 - (H‚‚‚X-M) and
A ) 180 - (H‚‚‚X-C), respectively) (Supplementary Figures
S1 and S2). Histograms of the H‚‚‚X-M and H‚‚‚X-C angles
(Figure 4) were plotted in 10° intervals and corrected for the
sine-dependent geometric error in the frequency of observa-
tions that necessarily arises in sampling such angle data from
crystal structures.25

Theoretical Calculations

Electrostatic potentials were calculated at the Hartree-Fock
level using the GAMESS-UK26a package, employing the CEP
(compact effective potential) pseudopotential of Stevens et al.,
and the associated VDZ basis set (SBKJC VDZ ECP)26b,f for
Pd and a Sadlej pVTZ (polarized valence triple-ú) basis sets26c,f

on all other atoms. Geometries for the trans-PdX(CH3)(PH3)2

model compounds were obtained by restricted-geometry opti-
mization in which all bond lengths were optimized together
with torsion angles involving methyl and phosphine hydrogen
atoms. Interligand angles were maintained at 90°, and all non-
hydrogen atoms were restricted to lie in the same plane.
Geometries for the CH3X compounds were obtained by full
geometry optimization assuming C3v molecular symmetry. All
geometry optimizations were conducted at the Hartree-Fock
level using GAMESS-UK with the following double-ú basis sets
for the metal complexes: SBKJC VDZ ECP26b,f for Pd, Ahlrichs
DZP26d,f for C, H, F, Cl, and P, and Stuttgart RLC ECP DZP26e,f

for Br and I. Methyl halide geometries were obtained by
optimization with the Sadlej pVTZ basis set for all atoms.

Results

The potential for hydrogen bond formation in the
families of interactions D-H‚‚‚X-M, D-H‚‚‚X-C, and
D-H‚‚‚X- (D ) C, N, O; X ) F, Cl, Br, I; M ) transition
metal) has been assessed on the basis of intermolecular
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Figure 1. Spatially normalized plots of hydrogen bond distances (represented as RHX
3) vs angle at the hydrogen (represented as 1 - cos(180 - (D-H‚‚‚X))) for D-H‚‚‚X- hydrogen

bonds. Donors D ) C, N, O and acceptors X ) F, Cl, Br, I are as denoted for the rows and columns of this figure, respectively.
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Figure 2. Spatially normalized plots of hydrogen bond distances (represented as RHX
3) vs angle at the hydrogen (represented as 1 - cos(180 - (D-H‚‚‚X))) for D-H‚‚‚X-M hydrogen

bonds. Donors D ) C, N, O and acceptors X ) F, Cl, Br, I are as denoted for the rows and columns of this figure, respectively.
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Figure 3. Spatially normalized plots of hydrogen bond distances (represented as RHX
3) vs angle at the hydrogen (represented as 1 - cos(180 - (D-H‚‚‚X))) for D-H‚‚‚X-C hydrogen

bonds. Donors D ) C, N, O and acceptors X ) F, Cl, Br, I are as denoted for the rows and columns of this figure, respectively.
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geometric data from crystal structures. Further subdivi-
sion of the interactions by greater specification of the
donor or acceptor environments has not been under-
taken, except for exclusion of interactions that involve
bifurcation at the hydrogen atom. A combination of H‚
‚‚X distance and D-H‚‚‚X angle data has been used to
assess whether each donor-acceptor combination ex-
hibits behavior consistent with a hydrogen bond de-
scription. As noted earlier, the H‚‚‚X distance data have
been normalized (RHX ) d(H‚‚‚X)/(rH + rX)) to take
account of the different sizes of the four halogens such
that a direct comparison can be made between distance
distributions for different halogens. The normalized
distance data give a qualitative comparison of interac-
tion strengths. The directionality of the halogen accep-
tors is examined for the case of the M-X and C-X
systems using normalized histograms of H‚‚‚X-M angles
(and spatially corrected distance vs angle plots of RHX

3

vs 1 - cos (180 - (H‚‚‚X-M)).
H‚‚‚X (RHX) Distances and D-H‚‚‚X Angles. (a)

D-H‚‚‚X- Interactions. The plots of RHX
3 vs 1 - cos

(180 - (D-H‚‚‚X)), shown in parts a-l of Figure 1, all
have a similar appearance, such that at shorter H‚‚‚X
distances (smaller RHX

3) the prevalent D-H‚‚‚X angle
is close to 180° (i.e., 1 - cos (180 - (D-H‚‚‚X)) close to
zero). Furthermore, the region in which there is the
greatest density of observations occurs at or very close
to 180°. These are typical distributions for hydrogen
bonds and clearly indicate the appropriateness of ap-
plying such a description to D-H‚‚‚X- interactions for
O-H, N-H, and C-H donors. These distributions are
particularly dramatic for the strongest hydrogen bonds
of this type, namely N-H‚‚‚F- and O-H‚‚‚X-, for which
essentially all data lie in the range 0.0 e 1 - cos (180
- (D-H‚‚‚X)) e 0.1 [180 g D-H‚‚‚X g 154°]. Table 1
lists the mean normalized hydrogen bond distances,
RHX, for D-H‚‚‚X- hydrogen bonds (first line of data
listed for each halogen, X). As might be anticipated,
mean distances decrease with increasing polarity of the
D-H bond, such that for a given halide ion O-H donors
form slightly shorter interactions than N-H donors,
which in turn form substantially shorter interactions
than C-H donors: i.e., O-H‚‚‚X- < N-H‚‚‚X- , C-H‚
‚‚X-.

When the halide ion acceptors for a given donor are
compared, normalized distances follow the trend H‚‚‚F

< H‚‚‚Cl < H‚‚‚Br < H‚‚‚I. However, the greatest
difference is between fluoride and chloride acceptors and
the next greatest between bromide and iodide, with the
smallest difference being between chloride and bromide.
Thus, a normalized distance trend of H‚‚‚F , H‚‚‚Cl )
H‚‚‚Br < H‚‚‚I is a more informative description. The
consequences of this trend upon hydrogen bond strength
will be discussed in the broader context of all the
halogen acceptor environments (vide infra).

(b) D-H‚‚‚X-M Interactions. The plots of RHX
3 vs

1 - cos (180 - (D-H‚‚‚X)), presented in parts a-l of
Figure 2, show behavior entirely analogous to that for
the D-H‚‚‚X- interactions, indicative that C-H, N-H,
and O-H donor groups are each capable of forming
viable D-H‚‚‚X-M hydrogen bonds in combination with
all metal halide acceptors. Mean normalized hydrogen
bond distances, RHX, for D-H‚‚‚X-M hydrogen bonds
are provided in Table 1 (line 2). The trends in distances
vs donor group and vs halogen have been previously
described.1b Here we note that the trends follow those
of the D-H‚‚‚X- hydrogen bonds, both upon variation
of the donor group, D-H, and upon variation of the
halogen acceptor group, X-M. Direct comparison of X-

and X-M acceptors for the same donor group and
halogen suggests that the greatest differences arise for
fluoride ion vs metal fluoride and the most similar
behavior arises for iodide ion vs metal iodide.

(c) D-H‚‚‚X-C Interactions. Plots of RHX
3 vs 1 -

cos (180 - (D-H‚‚‚X)) are presented in parts a-l of
Figure 3. Two cases, N-H‚‚‚I-C and O-H‚‚‚I-C, are
clearly ill-defined due to lack of data, two and four
observations, respectively, and will not be discussed
subsequently. The plots for N-H‚‚‚Br-C, O-H‚‚‚Cl-
C, and O-H‚‚‚Br-C interactions suggest a slight pref-
erence for larger D-H‚‚‚X angles. This is more clearly
the case for N-H‚‚‚Cl-C, N-H‚‚‚F-C, and O-H‚‚‚F-C
interactions. Clearer still is the trend for all C-H‚‚‚X-C
interactions, where many more data are available. The
plots for these cases clearly resemble those for X- and
X-M acceptors. The overall inference from these data,
consistent with analyses of other weak hydrogen
bonds,18,27 is that D-H‚‚‚X-C interactions are direc-
tional and by implication attractive in nature and thus
best described as (weak) hydrogen bonds. This conclu-
sion is not entirely in agreement with some prior work
on D-H‚‚‚F-C hydrogen bonds3a,b and will be further
discussed in light of other studies (vide infra). D-H‚‚‚
X-C hydrogen bonds are clearly longer than their
counterparts involving X-M and X- acceptor groups,
as seen from Table 1. Examination of the normalized
hydrogen bond distances, RHX, for D-H‚‚‚X-C hydrogen
bonds shows that the clearest trend arises for the C-H‚
‚‚X-C interactions, where there are plentiful observa-
tions in each case. The trend follows that of the stronger
D-H‚‚‚X-M and D-H‚‚‚X- hydrogen bonds, such that
there is a monotonic increase in mean distance on going
from fluorine to iodine acceptors, but the greatest
difference is between F-C and Cl-C and the next
greatest difference is between Br-C and I-C. This
trend is also found for N-H‚‚‚X-C (X ) F, Cl, Br)
interactions. However, the trend for O-H‚‚‚X-C (X )
F, Cl, Br) interactions, O-H‚‚‚F-C > O-H‚‚‚Cl-C >
O-H‚‚‚Br-C, appears anomalous, since it is the reverse
of the previous cases with RHX distances.

Table 1. Mean RHX Distances for H‚‚‚X Contacts with
RHX

3 E 1.15 (RHX < ca. 1.05)

mean normalized distance, RHX (no. of observns)

X C-H‚‚‚X N-H‚‚‚X O-H‚‚‚X

F- 0.849 (69) 0.660 (19) 0.627 (32)
F-M 0.943 (374) 0.776 (73) 0.703 (37)
F-C 0.976 (7579) 0.923 (52) 0.930 (19)

Cl- 0.960 (8537) 0.768 (3834) 0.746 (2121)
Cl-M 0.975 (7943) 0.853 (1341) 0.799 (416)
Cl-C 0.995 (7729) 0.963 (55) 0.916 (21)

Br- 0.965 (4203) 0.811 (1082) 0.782 (529)
Br-M 0.982 (3269) 0.879 (205) 0.820 (30)
Br-C 0.998 (4018) 0.973 (12) 0.902 (17)

I- 0.982 (3538) 0.873 (434) 0.833 (141)
I-M 0.997 (2429) 0.923 (83) 0.868 (8)
I-C 1.006 (603) a a

a Fewer than 5 observations.
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H‚‚‚X-M and H‚‚‚X-C Angles. (a) D-H‚‚‚X-M
Interactions. The distribution of H‚‚‚X-M angles,
corrected to account for the solid angle subtended at X,
is provided as a set of histograms in parts a-c of Figure
4. As we have noted in a prior communication regarding
N-H‚‚‚X-M hydrogen bonds, metal fluorides show
behavior different from that of the heavier halogens, in
that typical H‚‚‚F-M angles (120-160°) are larger than
H‚‚‚X-M angles (90-130° for X ) Cl, Br, I).1b This is
illustrated in Figure 4b. Examination of Figure 4c shows
that the same respective behavior is found for O-H‚‚‚
X-M hydrogen bonds.28 Figure 4a shows that there is
some similarity between C-H‚‚‚X-M hydrogen bonds
and their stronger counterparts, insofar as C-H‚‚‚F-M
interactions show a greater tendency toward larger H‚
‚‚F-M angles than do other C-H‚‚‚X-M interactions
(X ) Cl, Br, I). However, the angular distributions are
quantitatively dissimilar to those for D-H‚‚‚X-M (D
) N, O) hydrogen bonds, in that there is effectively no
angular discrimination between 90 and 180° for C-H‚
‚‚X-M (X ) Cl, Br, I), while most (C)H‚‚‚F-M angles
lie between 110 and 180°, with an apparent preference
for angles of 160-180°.

(b) D-H‚‚‚X-C Interactions. The corresponding
(spatially corrected) distributions of H‚‚‚X-C angles are
shown in parts d-f of Figure 4. Figure 4d, which is
based upon a large number of observations, indicates a
slight preference for (C)H‚‚‚X-C angles in the range
90-130° over larger angles, where X ) Cl, Br, and a
more pronounced preference for X ) I, while (C)H‚‚‚F-C
angles mostly lie in the range 110-180° with an
increasing preference at larger angles. These distribu-
tions resemble those for C-H‚‚‚X-M interactions (Fig-
ure 4a), at least in the distinction between the behavior
of fluorine and that of the other halogens. More striking,
however, is the similarity between the C-H‚‚‚X-C
distributions and those observed for N-H‚‚‚X-M and
O-H‚‚‚X-M interactions (Figure 4b,c). There is an even
greater correspondence between the (N)H‚‚‚X-C distri-
butions, X ) F, Cl, Br (Figure 4e), and the corresponding
(N)H‚‚‚X-M distributions (Figure 4b). The (O)H‚‚‚F-C
and (O)H‚‚‚Cl-C angle distributions in Figure 2f also
resemble the corresponding distributions in Figure
4b,c,e, though the (O)H‚‚‚Br-C distribution does not
appear to show any clear angular preferences. It should
be noted with regard to the O-H‚‚‚X-C interactions
that only ca. 20 observations constitute the data set for
each halogen.

Discussion

D-H‚‚‚XInteractions: AreTheyHydrogenBonds?
Consideration of the correlated trends in hydrogen bond
distance, H‚‚‚X or RHX, and D-H‚‚‚X angle, expressed
in the unbiased spatially normalized plots of RHX

3 vs 1
- cos(180 - (D-H‚‚‚X)), leaves no doubt that all donor
groups considered, C-H, N-H, and O-H, are able to
form hydrogen bonds with all acceptor groups consid-
ered, X-, X-M, and X-C (X ) F, Cl, Br, I). This is
evident from the tendency for larger D-H‚‚‚X angles
(i.e., closer to 180°) to be observed for shorter H‚‚‚X (RHX)
separations18,27 (Figures 1-3).

Thus, halogens are able to engage in hydrogen bonds
that involve the combination of strong donors with

strong acceptors (D-H‚‚‚X- and D-H‚‚‚X-M, D ) N,
O), weak donors with strong acceptors (C-H‚‚‚X- and
C-H‚‚‚X-M), strong donors with weak acceptors (D-
H‚‚‚X-C, D ) N, O), and weak donors with weak
acceptors (C-H‚‚‚X-C), which span an estimated en-
ergy scale of ca. 0.2 kcal/mol for the weaker C-H‚‚‚X-C
hydrogen bonds (e.g. 0.2 kcal/mol calculated for CH4‚‚
‚FCH3)3b to ca. 25 kcal/mol for O-H‚‚‚F- (e.g. 23.3 kcal/
mol experimental and 27.3 kcal/mol calculated for
OH2‚‚‚F-).29

Hydrogen Bond Distances and Strengths. On the
basis of the geometries reported above, the behavior of
fluorine-containing hydrogen bond acceptors clearly
differs from that of the other halogens. Not only are
mean normalized distances, RHX, shortest for X ) F, but
the angular distribution of hydrogen bond donors, D-H,
about F-M and F-C bonds differs from that about other
X-M and X-C bonds (vide supra).

The trend in increasing mean RHX distance such that
H‚‚‚F , H‚‚‚Cl e H‚‚‚Br < H‚‚‚I is evident for both
halide (X-) and metal halide (X-M) acceptors for all
donor groups, D-H (D ) C, N, O). Remarkably, the
same trend is found for C-H‚‚‚X-C interactions and
appears to be present for N-H‚‚‚X-C interactions (X
) F, Cl, Br), though a reversed (apparently anomalous)
trend is observed for O-H‚‚‚X-C interactions. There
is also a clear trend for all halogen environments of
decreasing mean RHX upon increasing the polarity of the
donor group, such that (C)H‚‚‚X . (N)H‚‚‚X > (O)H‚‚‚
X. The only exceptions again arise for the O-H‚‚‚X-C
interactions. Indeed, the data as a whole suggest that
the mean RHX value for O-H‚‚‚F-C is overestimated
and that those for O-H‚‚‚Cl-C and O-H‚‚‚Br-C
interactions are underestimated.30 The third trend in
mean RHX that can clearly be discerned is that D-H‚‚
‚X- < D-H‚‚‚X-M , D-H‚‚‚X-C for all halogens,
consistent with our earlier report on the hydrogen
bonding ability of chlorine.1a

In two previous surveys of geometries of hydrogen
bonds involving halide ions the authors have taken an
approach slightly different from to ours, focusing more
upon the variation of donor groups rather than simply
the donor atom as in the present study.2 The survey by
Steiner2b provides an up-to-date tabulation of mean H‚
‚‚X and D‚‚‚X distances for a wide variety of donor
groups, including a detailed subdivision of the distribu-
tions for donor atoms C, N, and O. The survey by
Mascal2a focuses on O-H, N-H+, and N-H donors. In
neither case is an H‚‚‚X distance normalization applied.
Thus, the present study is complementary to these prior
reports in that it focuses on direct comparison of the
hydrogen bond acceptor capability of the halide ions
through the use of normalized hydrogen bond distances,
RHX. The halide ion data also provide a benchmark for
comparison with the data for metal halide (X-M) and
halocarbon (X-C) acceptors.

Returning to the earlier observation that mean RHX
distances follow the trend H‚‚‚F , H‚‚‚Cl e H‚‚‚Br <
H‚‚‚I for a given donor group and acceptor type (X-,
X-M, or X-C), the implications are that the trend in
hydrogen bond strength should be H‚‚‚F . H‚‚‚Cl ) H‚
‚‚Br > H‚‚‚I. That this is the case is reinforced by
consideration of a study by Crabtree, Eisenstein, and
co-workers in which the N-H‚‚‚X-Ir hydrogen bond
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strengths in 5 have been determined in solution by an

elegant combination of NMR methods and ab initio
calculations.31 The trend in the values obtained, 5.2
kcal/mol (X ) F), 2.1 kcal/mol (Cl), 1.8 kcal/mol (Br),
and < 1.3 kcal/mol (I), is in excellent qualitative
agreement with that derived from our consideration of
normalized hydrogen bond distances.

Anisotropic Acceptor Behavior of Terminally
Bound Halogens. It has previously been noted1b (vide
supra) that terminal metal halides exhibit preferential
angles of approach of strong hydrogen bond donors (N-
H) and that the behavior of metal fluorides (H‚‚‚F-M
) 120-160°) is distinct from that of the heavier
halogens (H‚‚‚X-M ) 90-130°).1b The broader ques-
tions prompted by this observation are (1) why does this
anisotropy occur, (2) is it present for weaker donors, i.e.,
C-H‚‚‚X-M, and (3) does it also occur for organic
halides (X-C)?

Focusing first upon the metal halide systems, it seems
reasonable to assume that the electrostatic component
of the D-H‚‚‚X-M hydrogen bond energy is dominant.
Thus, we have explored the electronic origins of the H‚
‚‚X-M angle anisotropy by considering the electrostatic
potential in the vicinity of the terminal halide ligand,
X, in a series of model systems, trans-PdX(CH3)(PH3)2,
as calculated by Hartree-Fock methods32 (see Experi-
mental Section). Figure 5 shows the negative region of
the potential associated with this series of compounds.
In each case the region of negative potential lies in the
vicinity of the halogen. The angle subtended at the
halogen by the points of minima in the electrostatic
potential should then represent the preferred approach
of hydrogen bond donors, assuming that the electrostatic
component of the D-H‚‚‚X-M hydrogen bond energy
is dominant. These angles (see Table 2) are in good
agreement with the preferred H‚‚‚X-M angles pre-
sented in Figure 4 and clearly indicate that the aniso-
tropic hydrogen bond acceptor behavior associated with
the terminal metal halides is predominantly electronic
rather than steric33 in origin. The depths of the potential
minima also demonstrate why the fluoride ligand forms
much stronger hydrogen bonds than the other halide
ligands. This is of course associated with the greater
electronegativity of fluorine and thus M-X bond polar-
ity, leading to a greater accumulation of negative charge
on the fluoride ligand than for its heavier halogen
counterparts. It is also noteworthy that while the
potential minima are well resolved for PdCl(CH3)(PH3)2,
PdBr(CH3)(PH3)2, and PdI(CH3)(PH3)2, the minima are
almost unresolved for PdF(CH3)(PH3)2. This suggests
that the H‚‚‚X-M angular preference should be more
pronounced for the three heavier halogens but less well-
defined for the metal fluoride case.

Examination of the molecular orbitals for the model
systems reveals the source of angular discrimination (or F
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lack thereof) at the halogens. This can be explained by
envisioning a simplified model for M-X bonding in
which a σ-bond is formed between the axial p orbital,
pz, of a halide ion and an appropriate d orbital from the
metal fragment (6). For the M-F bond (7) the bonding

orbital will be primarily fluorine p in character, due to
the substantial difference in electronegativity between
a transition metal and fluorine. Expressed another way,
there would be little donation of electron density from
the (filled) fluoride p orbital to the metal. The other
extreme is the M-I bond (8), which is more covalent in
character, the bonding orbital possessing substantially
shared metal and iodine orbital character. Thus, in
comparison to the M-F case, there is now appreciable
donation of electron density from the halide (iodide) ion
p orbital to the metal.

This is confirmed by orbital population analysis (Table
3). Such electron donation depletes the charge density
in the vicinity of the halogen trans to the metal, relative
to that of a spherical halide ion. This charge density
depletion is clearly manifested in the electrostatic
potentials shown in Figure 5. Thus, this simple orbital
model rationalizes not only the anisotropy of the heavier
halogen acceptors (Cl, Br, and I) but also the fact that
metal fluorides exhibit larger H‚‚‚X-M angles and
indeed less directional preference in the angle of ap-
proach of hydrogen bond donors. Terminal metal fluo-

rides might thus be considered to behave as only slightly
perturbed halide ions, whereas this is not the case for
the heavier halogens.

The next question posed was whether the same
acceptor anisotropy observed for strong donors is present
(or observable) for weak donors. Here it is instructive
to consider the now extensive literature on D-H‚‚‚O
hydrogen bonds (D ) C, N, O). A number of studies in
recent years have shown that hydrogen bonds involving
weaker C-H donors exhibit geometric characteristics
qualitatively similar to those of the analogous systems
involving stronger N-H and O-H donors. The main
differences that arise are that C-H donors form hydro-
gen bonds with much longer hydrogen bond distances
and the angular characteristics are less sharply defined,
since of course weaker hydrogen bonds are more subject
to deformation due to competition with other forces in
the solid state (the source of most geometric data).18

However, in their recent monograph on weak hydrogen
bonds, Desiraju and Steiner note,18 for perhaps the most
well-studied weak hydrogen bond, C-H‚‚‚OdC, that
although no systematic study of H‚‚‚OdC angle distri-
bution (i.e., acceptor anisotropy) has been undertaken,34

the consensus is that the distribution lies around a
preferred angle of 120°, consistent with analyses of the
analogous strong hydrogen bonds, D-H‚‚‚OdC (D ) N,
O).

Comparing C-H‚‚‚X-M with N-H‚‚‚X-M and O-H‚
‚‚X-M hydrogen bonds, the same conclusions as reached
for D-H‚‚‚O hydrogen bonds18 appear to apply when
considering hydrogen bond distances H‚‚‚X (or RHX) or
D-H‚‚‚X angles, as noted above. However, consideration
of H‚‚‚X-M angles shows that the angular preference
for C-H donors (Figure 4a) resembles that for stronger
N-H (Figure 4b) and O-H (Figure 4c) donors only
inasmuch as H‚‚‚F-M angles tend to be larger than
other H‚‚‚X-M angles. The distinct angular preference
(90-130° for X ) Cl, Br, I) exhibited for stronger donors
is not evident for C-H donors. Nevertheless, these
observations combined with “chemical common sense”
suggest that C-H‚‚‚X-M hydrogen bonds behave in an
analogous manner to the stronger N-H‚‚‚X-M and
O-H‚‚‚X-M hydrogen bonds.

Let us now consider the case for weak acceptors, i.e.,
the H‚‚‚X-C angle distribution for D-H‚‚‚X-C hydro-
gen bonds. Turning first to the strong donors, D ) N,
O, the angle distribution for N-H‚‚‚X-C hydrogen

Table 2. Data for Calculated Electrostatic Potential in the Vicinity of the Halogen for trans-PdX(Me)(PH3)2 and CH3X
Model Systems

in PdXCP2 molecular plane
(cf. Figure S3)

in orthogonal plane through
C-Pd-X (cf. Figure 5)

H-C-X plane in CH3X
(cf. Figure 6)

potential
minimum
(kcal/mol)

Pd-X‚‚‚mina angle
(deg) and angle rangeb

for min + 1 kcal/mol

potential
minimum
(kcal/mol)

Pd-X‚‚‚min angle
(deg) and angle rangeb

for min + 1 kcal/mol

potential
minimum
(kcal/mol)

C-X‚‚‚min angle
(deg) and angle rangeb

for min + 1 kcal/mol

X ) F -89.8 155 -91.5 131 -30.9 127
(130-180)b (120-151)b (115-141)b

X ) Cl -49.0 124 -53.2 110 -19.3 107
(113-140)b (97-121)b (97-117)b

X ) Br -42.5 124 -46.9 106 -17.2 104
(110-136)b (93-120)b (95-114)b

X ) I -33.9 121 -37.5 106 -14.1 105
(109-136)b (93-120)b (95-114)b

a These angles are larger than those in the orthogonal plane due to the effect of the positive electrostatic potential from the PH3
ligands that lie in the molecular plane. b Potential minimum varies by only ca. 1 kcal/mol over this angular range, indicating that the
potential well is more flat-bottomed for X ) F than for X ) Cl, Br, I.

Table 3. Population Difference between Axial (pz) and
Non-axial (px, py) Halogen p Orbital Basis Functions for

trans-PdX(Me)(PH3)2 and CH3X Model Systemsa

population (e)
(px + py)/2 - pz

population (e)
(px + py)/2 - pz

PdF(Me)(PH3)2 0.094 CH3F 0.351
PdCl(Me)(PH3)2 0.223 CH3Cl 0.583
PdBr(Me)(PH3)2 0.267 CH3Br 0.622
PdI(Me)(PH3)2 0.300 CH3I 0.679

a Populations are summed over all basis functions of the same
symmetry using the Sadlej basis sets.
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bonds (Figure 4e)35 is very similar to that for the N-H‚
‚‚X-M (Figure 4b) and O-H‚‚‚X-M (Figure 4c) cases.
Furthermore, O-H‚‚‚Cl-C hydrogen bonds (Figure 4f)
exhibit a preference for H‚‚‚Cl-C angles in the range
100-140°, consistent with prior observations for the
behavior of metal chloride acceptors. However, for O-H‚
‚‚Br-C and O-H‚‚‚F-C interactions the trends in H‚‚
‚X-C angle do not so closely follow those of the
corresponding H‚‚‚X-M angles.35 As we turn to the
combination of weak donors and weak acceptors, i.e.,
C-H‚‚‚X-C hydrogen bonds (Figure 4d), it is remark-
able to see that there is a distinct preference for H‚‚‚
X-C angles in the 90-130° range, where X ) Cl, Br, I.
For X ) F, there is a marked preference for larger H‚
‚‚F-C angles (>120°) and a close resemblance to the
distribution for C-H‚‚‚F-M hydrogen bonds (Figure
4a).

The similarity of the H‚‚‚X-C angle distributions to
the corresponding H‚‚‚X-M angle distributions in most
cases strongly suggests that the acceptor behavior of the
halogens is analogous in the two environments. This
argument is reinforced by examination of the electro-
static potential surrounding the halogen in the methyl
halides (Figure 6). For the heavier halogens, i.e., CH3X
(X ) Cl, Br, I), well-resolved potential minima are
observed, analogous to the case for PdX(Me)(PH3)2 (X
) Cl, Br, I). The location and width of the potential wells
suggest that the formation of D-H‚‚‚X-C hydrogen
bonds with geometries of ca. 90 < H‚‚‚X-C < 130°
should be favored, consistent with the observed H‚‚‚X-C
angle distributions. The potential minima for CH3F are
less well resolved but are superimposed on an overall
potential that is more negative than that of its heavier
halogen congeners. This suggests a stronger overall
interaction but with less distinct H‚‚‚F-C angles. The
locations of the minima also suggest that the H‚‚‚F-C
angles should typically be larger than H‚‚‚X-C angles
(X ) Cl, Br, I) (Table 2).

There is remarkably good qualitative correspondence
between the potential distributions of the methyl halides
and the corresponding metal halides,36 the potential
being more negative for the metal halides due to the
more polar M-X bond arising from the greater differ-
ence in electronegativities between X and M than
between X and C. However, while the potential minima
for CH3F are less well resolved than for CH3X (X ) Cl,
Br, I), they are better resolved than for Pd(PH3)2(CH3)F.
This most probably results from the greater covalency
of the F-C bonds compared with F-M, which also
manifests itself in greater donation of electron density
from the axial fluorine pz orbital to carbon and thus a
greater distinction between axial and nonaxial fluorine
p-orbital populations (Table 3).

Relationship between H‚‚‚X and M‚‚‚X Interac-
tions. Hydrogen bonds are an example of a Lewis acid-
Lewis base interaction, the Lewis acid being the proton
donor and the Lewis base being the proton acceptor.
Thus, one might envision that detailed analysis of
hydrogen bonding interactions should also be pertinent
to the study of interactions of the same Lewis bases with
certain other Lewis acids. Indeed, the generality of the
orbital description of three-center interactions has been
described recently by Hoffman,37 and the relationship F
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between the interactions of hydrogen bond donors or
metal ions with carbonyl ligands has also been explor-
ed.34c,38

With regard to the present halogen-containing Lewis
bases, it is instructive to examine the correspondence
between the interactions of hydrogen bond donors,
D-H, and that of metal centers, Mn+ or MLn, as
illustrated in Figure 7. The relationship between D-H‚
‚‚X- hydrogen bonds (Figure 7a) and M-X bonds
(Figure 7d) is straightforward. M-X bonds are of course
generally stronger by some tens of kcal/mol, and while
D-H‚‚‚X- hydrogen bonds can be understood almost
purely in electrostatic terms, the orbital descriptions of
the two interactions are very similar, viz. a filled halide
orbital interaction with a vacant D-H σ* orbital or with
a vacant metal orbital.

In a comparison of D-H‚‚‚X-M hydrogen bonds
(Figure 7b) and M-X-M bonds (Figure 7e), again
analogous orbital descriptions can be used to character-
ize the two systems. The similarity of the two interac-
tions is further reinforced by consideration of binary
metal halides,39 for which bridging chlorides, bromides,
and iodides almost universally adopt M-X-M angles
far removed from linearity, whereas there are a number
of examples of systems containing linear M-F-M
arrangements (Figure 8).

Turning finally to halocarbon Lewis bases, reviews
by Kulawiec and Crabtree40 and more recently by
Plenio41 indicate the scope of M‚‚‚X-C interactions
(Figure 7f) involving both main-group metals, especially
groups 1 and 2, and transition metals. Data on the
strength of M‚‚‚X-C interactions are sparse, but one
would anticipate that these are stronger than D-H‚‚‚
X-C hydrogen bonds (<3 kcal/mol). Indeed they can in
some instances be much stronger, viz. 31 kcal/mol for
[CH3F-Li]+.42 In the aforementioned reviews, Kulawiec
and Crabtree note that the M‚‚‚X-C angle is typically
close to 90°. Plenio notes that, for metals for which

crystallographically characterized M‚‚‚F-C interactions
are the most abundant, angles typically lie in the
following ranges: Na‚‚‚F-C ) 100-120°, K‚‚‚F-C )
100-130°, Cs‚‚‚F-C ) 90-140°, Ag‚‚‚F-C ) 100-120°.
Strauss has also observed Li‚‚‚F-C angles to predomi-
nantly lie in the range 100-120° in a series of related
salts of fluorinated phenoxides.42 However, these reports
provide an incomplete assessment of M‚‚‚X-C geom-
etries. Using the CSD to survey these angle trends for
each halogen and for main group or transition metals
suggests43 that M‚‚‚X-C angles from 90 to 120° pre-
dominate for X ) Cl, Br, I. However, although similar
geometries are most common for fluorocarbon com-
plexes, larger M‚‚‚F-C angles occur far more frequently
than larger M‚‚‚X-C angles (X ) Cl, Br, I). Clearly a
more detailed study of the geometries of M‚‚‚X-C
interactions is needed, but it appears at this time as if
there are many similarities between D-H‚‚‚X-C hy-
drogen bonds and M‚‚‚X-C interactions. One apparent
difference, however, is that M‚‚‚X-C bond strength is
well-established to follow the trend with X: X ) I > Br
> Cl > F. In contrast, the distance data reported herein
for D-H‚‚‚X-C interactions suggests that the trend in
hydrogen bond strength follows the order F > Cl > Br
> I.

Main Group Metal Halides. Halogens form com-
pounds with virtually all main group elements, though
the hydrogen bonding ability of such a broad range of
halogen environments has not been considered in the
present study. Nevertheless, preliminary investigation
using the CSD of the geometries of interaction between
the strong hydrogen bond donors N-H and O-H with
group 14 halides, Si-X, Ge-X, and Pb-X, suggests43

that the behavior is rather similar to that with transi-
tion metal halides, M-X.

Of special noteworthiness among main group halide
compounds are the anions BF4

- and PF6
-, due to their

abundance as counterions to organometallic cations. The
fluoride substituents of the anions appear to be capable
of forming moderately strong hydrogen bonds, aided by
negative charge associated with the anions. Most abun-
dant are charge-assisted C-H‚‚‚F-B44 or C-H‚‚‚F-P45

hydrogen bonds. The anions BF4
- and PF6

- are among
the earlier examples of so-called weakly coordinating
anions, i.e. anions that interact only weakly with
electrophilic metal centers. Among the newer genera-
tions of “super-weak” anions are the partially haloge-
nated or perhalogenated carboranes, prototypical of
which would be CB11H11-nXn

-.46 One would anticipate
the halogen substituents of these anions to serve as only
very weak hydrogen bond acceptors, but clearly the
results of the present study are pertinent to the under-
standing of the interactions with Lewis acids of these
anions and of other weakly coordinating ions, most of
which have a highly fluorinated periphery.47

Summary, Broader Relevance, and Future
Studies

The present study clearly establishes halogen atoms
as potential hydrogen bond acceptors when present as
halide ions, metal halides, or halocarbons, and able to
interact with both strong and weak hydrogen bond
donors. Preferred geometries have been determined for
all of these interactions, and the underlying reasons for

Figure 7. Correspondence between H‚‚‚X and M‚‚‚X interac-
tions: (a) halide ion hydrogen bond acceptor; (b) metal halide
hydrogen bond acceptor; (c) halocarbon hydrogen bond accep-
tor; (d) terminal metal halide; (e) bridging metal halide; (f)
halocarbon coordination complex.

Figure 8. Molecular units of the structures of MX5 (M ) Nb,
Ta) highlighting the different bridging modes adopted by Cl
(angular) and F (linear).
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these preferences have been established. The study
should be of general relevance in the understanding of
weak interactions that are now recognized to be impor-
tant to so many areas of chemistry and structural
biology.18 The results are of specific relevance to the
fields of crystal engineering and supramolecular chem-
istry. As noted previously, efforts to exploit the strong,
directional hydrogen bond capability of metal-bound
halogens in crystal engineering have led to some recent
successes.16,17 Recent reports have also begun to show
the importance of much weaker hydrogen bonds involv-
ing halocarbon acceptors in controlling packing ar-
rangements in the solid state (i.e., C-H‚‚‚X-C; X ) F,3f

Cl,48 Br48) and in influencing the nucleation stage of
crystal growth in solutions using halogenated solvents
(e.g., O-H‚‚‚Cl-C interactions in the nucleation of 2,6-
dihydroxybenzene crystals in CHCl3 solution49).

We are presently exploring the preferences exhibited
by bifurcated and trifurcated hydrogen bonds involving
halogens using methods similar to those presented
herein. In addition, we have begun to apply this
knowledge of preferred geometries to improve our design
efforts in the areas of crystal engineering and supramo-
lecular assemblies based upon hydrogen bonding involv-
ing halometalate anions.16

Note Added in Revision. After this paper was
accepted, a paper by Thallapally and Nangia50 was
published describing an analysis very similar to those
we have conducted, but restricted to C-H‚‚‚Cl-, C-H‚
‚‚Cl-M, and C-H‚‚‚Cl-C interactions. Their conclu-
sions differ somewhat from ours. They suggest that in
contrast to the weak hydrogen bonds formed by the
halide and metal halide (Cl-M) acceptors, C-H‚‚‚Cl-C
interactions are essentially van der Waals contacts. Our
results, using normalized geometry plots with all bifur-
cated interactions removed, indicate that C-H‚‚‚Cl-C
interactions have the characteristics of very weak
hydrogen bonds (in particular, see Figure 3b and
compare with Figures 1b and 2b). What is in no doubt
is that we are clearly reaching the limit of hydrogen
bond behavior when considering interactions of the type
C-H‚‚‚X-C (X ) halogen).
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